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Our July club run, the ‘Steeple Chase re-visited’, was a great success with 
17 cars assembling for a scenic run on a lovely summer evening.  Our 
Thanks to Mike and Jackie for all the work they put in preparing the run 
last month, it was good to see it being driven and enjoyed.  Thanks also 
to Mike for organising this run over many years, this one being the 17th 
and final.  I doubt you could find any more Churches and Chapels in 
our neck of the woods to string another route together.  As we still have 
records of most, I am sure they will be called upon to be re-enjoyed at 
times in the future.  In the meantime, sincere thanks from all of us Mike, 
you have certainly done your bit in providing us with club runs and it 
has been very much appreciated.

Our Club display at Hillier Gardens Family Day was very well received 
with a lot of interest from the visiting public. (See cover image) It 
made a change to see the gardens in full bloom, quite a contrast to 
the usual Cobweb Spin time of year.  There was varied entertainment 
on offer, from a live band, Rock Choir and even a live performance 
of Shakespeare’s mid-summer night’s dream.  There was a light drizzle 
from time to time but it was not enough to spoil the enjoyment of the 
day.  The very next day some of our intrepid members were out yet 
again for the inaugural Broughton Pageant of Motoring.  There was a 
very good selection of cars and certainly enough of them, with nearly 
200 on the field.  There were a couple of short road runs where people 
could bid to be passengers, with the proceeds going to charity.  It will 
be interesting to see how this event develops as the organisation beds 
down and word gets around.

At the end of this month we have Carfest South at Laverstock where 
we are again sharing display days in the Vintage Village with Basingstoke 
and Newbury MGOCs and early in September it is the Goodwood 
Revival weekend.  On Saturday 9th September we are organising a 
display of MGs and Classic Cars in front of the Cathedral as part of 
Heritage Open Days (see advert in this newsletter) and will tie the 
opening in with the Ride & Stride sponsored walk (see events).  The 
Basingstoke MGOC Doughnut Run is also coming up if you would like 
to book (24th September) and of course their Race night on 27th 
October.  At the time of writing we do not yet have an August club 
night run organised so please let me know if you fancy giving this a go.  
Otherwise we might come up with a ‘surprise’ run out to somewhere 
different!  Watch this space.

Happy MG ing
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Hillier’s	Gardens
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On Sunday 16 July 2017 I was looking for something to entertain my  
four year old grandson. The Alton Bus Rally and Running day seemed 
to fit the bill especially as the sun was shining.

The event took place at Anstey Park which is a large open area 
with plenty of space to display the vehicles. Although there were big 
crowds, parking was well organised with only a short wait.

The website says about 150 buses and more than 300 other vehicles 
were expected and there seemed to be more.  Every type of bus 
from ancient through to the latest models run by Stagecoach and Xe-
labus were present.  A fleet of buses ferried the public into the centre 
of Alton, with other buses going to outlying villages, to recreate the 
50’s, 60’s, 70’s, and 80’s bus operations.

There was an eclectic mix of cars, mainly post war, with many family 
saloons from 1960 to 1980 that are rarely seen on the open road. A 
number of MGs were there but I did not recognise any of “ours”. If I 
missed you  ..sorry.

Alton Bus Ral ly



Many were shocked when Volvo announced that it was going “all 
electric” from 2019. As always the media over-egged the pudding 
leaving some with the impression that in only two years time it would 
be impossible to buy a Volvo with a conventional engine.

What Volvo actually said was that by 2019 all its new products would 
contain an “ELEMENT” of electric vehicle technology. Existing internal 
combustion powered cars will continue to be available after 2019. 
There will be 5 pure electric cars, the rest of the range will be hybrids.

The Volvo announcement is a reflection of how things are moving, but 
people are now beginning to look at the practicalities of a large scale 
move to pure electric cars.

1. Are there enough charging points? Basically, no. There has been an 
increase in the last year, sales of pure electric or hybrid cars have 
increased by over 27%. A very significant investment in more charging 
stations is needed.

2. Are electric cars as green as people think? Again, no. Building an 
electric car generates considerably more CO2 because so much more 
energy is required for mining the materials that go into the battery. 
With European mix of generating electricity from coal, gas, renewable, 
and nuclear electric cars will produce 20-30% less pollution than 
conventional cars over their life. Using Chinese or Indian electricity 
largely produced by coal fired power stations electric cars might 
actually be worse polluters.

3. Is there enough capacity to recharge all these cars? Nope! A major 
move to electric cars would result in an increase of 15-20% in UK 
power demand. If we’re going to be green that means another 10000 
on shore or 5000 offshore wind turbines are required. Or 5 more 
nuclear stations like Hinkley, but we seem to be struggling to build 
the first one? Already our electrical infrastructure is marginal, and 
increasing demand by up to 20% is just not possible currently (pun?). 
One major power supplier has already said they will want the right to 
switch off car charging points at peak times to avoid power cuts.

4. What about the loss of tax on fuel? As electric cars replace petrol 
and diesel it’s been forecast that the Government will lose £170 
Billion in fuel tax over the next 13 years. That money will have to be 
replaced some-how. More toll roads? Using GPS technology to charge 
motorists pay-per-mile basis is already under consideration.

5. Will customers be able to get them repaired and serviced? Whilst 
electric cars require far less service and repair only 1% of car mechanics 
in the UK have been trained to work safely on high voltage models. 
Almost all of these are in franchised dealerships. The industry has 
asked for a £30 million grant to support more training. No response 
from Westminster as yet.
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Can Electr ic  Cars Cut I t ?
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The fire engines were, 
as ever, a magnet for the 
children ( and the not so 
young ) together with old 
lorries and a single Willys 
Jeep. When you have seen 
enough vehicles you can 
visit the stalls selling every-
thing connected with buses, 
from models to books to 
ticket machines.

With good weather you can 
easily pass a few hours here, 
with plenty of places to eat 
in Alton and the Watercress 
line to take you back to Al-
resford.

The highlight of the show? 
The bouncy castle, of 
course.

David Renwick



Hampshire & IOW Air Ambulance 

Family Fun Day Thruxton 

1st July 2017

We answered the call from the 
above charity to join them in this 
charity event and to exhibit our cars. 
We took along an MG Midget, early 
MGB Roadster and a late MGB GT. 
The red MG TA was not part of our 
party but the owner has had it for 
50 years plus and it is totally original 
down to it’s crumbling leather seats, 
door hinges that drop when opening 
the doors and bubbling rust on the 

wings. He bought it originally as a cheap car to commute in.

I have really wanted an early T series MG but my wife has always said I 
would not fit in one. I have never taken the opportunity to prove her 
wrong until now! I can now report that I can definitely  fit in one but have 
to bend my legs into an uncomfortable position with my knees around 
my chin. I have to splay my legs wide apart in order to accommodate 
the large steering wheel 
and also according to 
my wife - my stomach. 
So I can fit in one 
proving my wife wrong 
!! Can I drive such a 
car for any distance? – 
probably not!!

The event started with the arrival of the ambulance

Basingstoke Classic Car Club arrived with a brace of Triumphs. As MG 
owners – the less said the better!!

Alan and May from Basingstoke 
MGOC brought their amazing 
new to them Mk II Jag. Alan was 

having problems 
getting in and out of 
his Jag V12 E Type. He 
did a deal to acquire 
this completely original 
down to it’s tool kit Mk 
II Jag. The upholstery, 
wheels and paintwork 
are original but with 

amazing patina. It has genuine 40K+ miles. The last owner was suffering 
early dementia and had put it into store. The spark plugs had been 
removed so the engine was pretty well seized. It took an engine rebuild 
to put this amazing car back on the road. Alan’s wife May who has seen 
many cars come and go over the years could only comment that she 
found the Jag not that comfortable!!

My friend Graham was overjoyed to see the Bond Bug. He immediately 
had a new best mate when he recognized it as the ES top of the range 
model. He then nearly blew it by saying this model had a radio fitted as 
standard. He was then very politely told not to be so silly as there was 
nowhere on the vehicle to easily earth such fripperies.

There was so much more. This included musical entertainment etc, 
Classic Tractors – did not realize these guys were so organized that most 
of them had driven there and had hand fabricated “boots” attached to 
the ploughing gear that contained chairs, gazebos and picnics. There 
were Fire Engines and Buses. More to the point there was a large 
number of stalls who are charities that support the NHS and make you 
wonder even more where our taxes disappear to. Did you realise there 
is a charity of motor cyclists who are on call  24/7 to race blood from 
wherever to wherever. They do not get the cost of transforming their 
vehicles to one of emergency units yet alone petrol money!!!

The event ended with the air ambulance leaving. A great day that I 
hope if it is repeated next year that more of us Classic Car owners 

will support. I hope that 
none of us will never 
need their services but 
feel we need to support

Submitted by 
Neil Simpson
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Once again and for the fourth year running we participated with 
four other members of Basingstoke MG Owners Club and Alresford 
Allsorts in this event. The event is organized by CMO and Brit Assist. 
It is basically a two night/day formal route event. We expanded it 
by arriving a day early and completing our previous exploration 
of St Malo. This included finding an amazing Art Noveau Bar with 
incredibly good quality wine and much much more that included 
swinging bar stools.

This year included some sadness as David Render, a participant 
until this year had passed away at 90 plus. David was a WW2 
tank commander, F1 test driver, entrepreneur and raconteur! He 
arrived each year, except for 2016, with his yellow V12 Jag E Type, 

nicknamed the custard truck. 
Every year he bemoaned the 
fact that they had taken away 
his competition license. 

Every year he maintained his 
race prepared black Jag E Type 
on the basis that he believed 
they may give him back his 
competition license. He could 

Tour de Bretagne June 2017
not remain behind anybody on the Tour De Bretagne who was 
not doing at least 11/10ths but always each evening apologized to 
specific people for overtaking them. He was and will be missed

This year there were 35 cars. An incredibly eclectic assortment. 
We had a cat litter of Jags

There was also a Morgan owned by a guy suffering mid life crisis. I 
did not say this – his wife did!

We did some 130 miles on the first day through incredible 
countryside in order to arrive at our Hotel in Ploemel       .

The next day’s run was slightly shorter and took us by the Carnac 
Standing Stones. I understand that this is like Stonehenge on steroids 
as they stretch for miles.

The 3 MG’s stayed on in the Hotel for a fur ther night and explored 
the Golfe du Morbihan and the lovely area of Quiberon. 

Star ting our return to St Malo and our way home we stopped off 
at a Chateau that I had booked. If any of the girls want to write an 
ar ticle on this  - great - if not just say this ticked all the boxes and we 
want to keep this venue a secret. See picture for satisfaction level. 
Nobody wanted to leave.

Next day we went to Loheac. This Car Museum is very French but 
maybe better than any British museum I have been to so far. A 
separate ar ticle on this visit is hopefully available on your newsletter/
website. 

10 11



Submitted by 
Neil Simpson

Then the rains came. The MGB leaked like a sieve. Fortunately the 
windscreen wiper on the MGA that fell off was that on the passenger 
side. The RV8 possibly coped the best.

We got to St Malo and made our way home. Another adventure 
accomplished, new places found and our return guaranteed.
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For	Sale

New Home 
Required for RV8
Is there a member of WMGOC who 
would like to become the next owner 
of the RV8 that I have owned for 13 
Years?

I haven’t been able to drive the car far 
this year and I cannot see myself adding 
many miles in the next few months so I 
have decided to sell it.

It has just been MOT’d at 23,000 UK 
miles and has had a new front wheel 
bearing. Its condition is good internally 
and externally. The only negative about 
RV8s was the lack of power steering so 
it had EZ electric power steering fitted 
in 2011 which transformed its handling.

There are lots of things to say about the 
car and there are various accessories. If 
anyone is interested in buying the car for 
£16,000 the best thing is to come and 
have a look and a chat.

Ralph Jessop 01962 843114

I let my wife take 
me for a drive in 
the countryside 
today. We were 
going down a quite 
country lane when 
she said “Shall we 
do something that 
we have never done 
before?”
I said “ Okay go on 
then, slip it into fifth 
gear.”

12



Submitted by Pete Cranstone
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Li fe with the MGF (or TF)

The Heat is On...

For those who own an MGF or MGTF should be aware of the ageing 
process within the engine bay. Whilst on our road trip holiday to 
Northern Spain, my engine temperature gauge stopped working half 
way through on our MGTF 135 Spark 2005. At the time I put it down 
to (assumption here) the transducer sensor as commented on many 
forums, to being the item that fails. For the safety of the engine I kept 
an eye on my coolant level in the header tank for the rest of the trip 
as we were in a heat wave even though my header tank has a level 
sensor fitted. It should be noted that the coolant level did not move.

On my return I ordered a new transducer 
(blue colour) which operates the temp 
gauge on the dash. When it arrived I 
accessed the engine bay to find the 
transducer was not at fault but the wire to 
the transducer was broken due to vibration 
as the loom connector had degraded and 
was loose due to the constant heat from 
the metal coolant pipe over time. Heat 
damage could also be seen attacking the 
transducer itself as in the picture showing 
failed block connector.

So, whilst it was not the 
transducer, sod’s law states if 
you don’t change while you 
can, it will fail next week, so 
the new one was fiited. 
Having looked on internet to 
find a new plug connector, 
no luck there, I was able to 
purchase a secondhand one 
from a well know MG breaker. 

Heat affected items.

See how close the new transducer fit-
ted is to the metal water pipe.
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Even this connector was showing signs of heat effect from the car it 
was taken from. The repair I did was to use cable wrap protector over 
the block and main loom casing, using silver duct tape as a base cover/
fixing and then wrapped the block and duct tape in heat reflective 
aluminum tape. I also made this part of the loom longer so it was not 
so close to the metal water pipe. Cost for repair £28.99 for parts, plus 
my own time of about 1 hour from start to finish.

Repair kit.  

Repair done



Broughton	Pageant	
of	Motoring

For some time I’d had my ear bent about the Broughton Pageant of 
Motoring by the blokes in the pub... It would have been rude not to go. 
The only disappointment was the absence of paying punters but there 
were some great cars displayed. It must be said that all my chums are 
into tractors and they were all there. Well, whatever floats yer boat. I 
got a nice mug of tea in Twink’s living van and an excellent buffalo burger 

Seth takes lunch on the running board of his beautifully patinated V8.
Marshall M Type from the 1940s.

from Dagan’s burger bar I can live with the agricultural side of things.

Not only was there a huge variety of vehicles but there was so much food 
for thought. The beautiful Art Deco grill on the Tereplane (image, next 
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Submitted by Peter and Karen Cranstone
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page) or the cracking home-made Austin 
competition car. The owner told me that it 
was a project, he doesn’t compete but just 
uses it to potter around locally.

Looking around there were some other 
gems, like the Citroen decapotable with 
Peking - Parish history; the 1940s Marshall 
tractor (an 8 litre single cylinder  beast - 
image on previous page); modern ‘classics’ 
like a recent Alpha; a tidy FIAT X19 (they 
rusted as they left the showroom when 
new); a Lancia Delts. I always fancied a Delta 
but today they are a tad expensive.

There were a few WMGOC members 
present and a number of MGs not from 
the club. All in all an eclectic mix of motors 

and well worth attending. I’m told the event will run in 2018 and that 
despite the apparent low turnout £4,000 was made for various village 
organisations.

The up-side to the lack of crowds was the access to the exhibits for 
photographic purposes. That said, there was always someone  who just 
had to walk in front of the camera... 
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Wednesday evening June 7th we leave a windy and wet Portsmouth 
on the overnighter Brittany Ferry to Le Havre. We have a swift pint to 
celebrate Pete’s birthday as it has gone midnight. 

We have a smooth crossing and arrive refreshed and welcomed with 
beautiful sunshine. Roof down as we wait nearly an hour to clear 
customs/passport control, is this payback time for leaving EU! A pleasant 
and easy journey to Mansle, we took the motorways for quickness. 
Mansle is a quaint French market village on the river Charente. Our 
Chambre d’hote for the night is a fab find. We are the only ones staying 
and have the massive swimming pool to ourselves to cool off from our 
days drive. Our hosts go off for the evening to Angouleme (home of 
the Circuit de Ramparts), they wish us a good evening and leave us 
with the gate security code. We find a lovely Logis Hotel with a terrace 
overlooking the Charente for dinner. What a perfect birthday evening. 
Overnight there is a storm, shutters need closing due to high winds and 
rain along with thunder and lightening.

Friday we are up early as we have a good 7 
hours’ drive ahead of us. A cooler morning 
greets us and a lovely breakfast in our host 
house. A mix of rain and clouds as we 
travel south west towards the Pyrennees 
and Pamplona. Once again, the motorways are easy and then a windy 
road over the mountains into Spain. 

Within 5 minutes into Spain, the sunshine welcomes us. We get slightly 
lost into Pamplona for our next hotel but soon find it. Just slightly out 
of the city (4km) but the hotel is full of Spanish – a good sign, so we 
settle in, and go off and find a local bar and soak up the atmosphere. 
No eating before 9pm!! Our first Spanish meal is in the hotel’s cafeteria, 
soon we are ready to quit but feel like “lightweights” as the cafeteria is 
filling up with local families with their kids to eat. All very Spanish.

Saturday 10th, we catch the 10am bus into Pamplona, why take the 
car or walk with a fare of 1.35 Euro per person each way. Armed with 
a city map and guide book we jump off the bus at the Citadel. The 
Citadel forms a pentagon with a bastion at each point and surrounded 

Spain



by a wide moat. Stunning views of the surrounding area from the 
embankments. The Citadels’ former buildings are now converted into 
exhibition rooms. This fortification is considered the finest example 
of Spanish renaissance military architecture and one of the largest 
defensive complexes in Europe. 

Pamplona is world famous for the “Running of the Bulls” which takes 
place every early July called the San Fermin – they were already starting 
to set up for this famous event. We take a walk down Estafeta street 
part of the Bull Run route, the street is not just famous for the Bull 
Run but it was here Pamplona had its first post office. We complete 
the whole Bull Run route, it all seems very small and narrow – sheer 
madness to take part, but there are those who do. We loved this health 
warning - “Bulls can Kill” – never knew that!!!!

We find on our walk the bronze monument that looks in the direction 
of the bullring. It manages to immortalise the dynamism, anguish and 
bravery of 11 runners in there frantic race with the 6 Bulls and 3 Oxen.  
The monument was unveiled in 2007 and is one of the most visited 
places in the city. We take it easy in the low 30 degrees and spend the 
rest of the day walking around Pamplona to get our bearings and ready 
to visit many of the city sites over the next few days. On our walkabout 
we came across a wedding at one of the churches and what is the 
wedding car but a lovely old black Rolls Royce with white walled tyre. 
Late afternoon a beer beckons and then we head back on the bus to 
our hotel. We take a five minute stroll from the hotel to a plaza with 
a very Spanish bar. A Saturday evening surrounded by families having a 
chat, drinks and kids playing together – something we once had in the 
UK.

Sunday morning – it’s a  “bun fight” for breakfast, a crowd of Spanish 
(mature coach trippers!) thought that if they did not clear the buffet of 
rolls, bread, ham, cheese, fruit etc., that this was their last meal!!

10 out of 10 for morning entertainment. We head off on the bus again and 
take a worthwhile and interesting tour of the bullring. Ernest Hemmingway 
was a regular spectator and he promoted the run and Pamplona in his 
works and a granite bust of him sits outside the bullring. We walk around 
the city walls, visit the Cathedral and take in a relaxing lunch as its 34 
degrees plus now. Back at the hotel a number of British bikers (mature 
lorry drivers) are resident for the evening. We get to chat to them and 
discover they have done a “Lads” road biking tour through Germany, 
Austria, France and now Spain. This was their last stop over before heading 
home via Santander. 

Monday morning we drive to Logrono an hour away on the A12, where 
is everyone, not like the roads in the UK. We park a short walk from the 
centre. Logrono is the capital of the Rioja region. We take in a morning 
coffee - coffee con leche (Spanish cappuccino) and then find the old town 
where we find it is a festival day. Shops closed, but plenty of people around 
perusing medieval stalls selling artisan produce and products as we head 
off to find the tourist office. We walk around Logrono visiting its sites 
such as the Cathedral, Iron Bridge and plazas. We find the famous narrow 
street with the largest number of tapas bars in it and the pavement has 
a wandering layout leading you in and out of each bar. With it being very 
hot again, like the Spanish we are in no rush. Having seen most of Logrono, 
we head to Estella. Estella is on the pilgrimage route to Santiago, so there 
are churches, a Roman palace, a monastery and several preserved old 
houses with their coats of arms including a 17th century Barque Palace. 
So far what we have seen, this part of Spain is off the tourist radar. On 
our way back we stop off at Los Arcos for Circuito De Navarro where 
there were some Moto GP teams testing 
their bikes. The circuit has FIA status to host 
F1 testing along with the FIA GT1 World 
Championships and World Super Bike 
races.  We toast the evening meal with a 
glass of Rioja – 1.50 Euro! Just a note, wine 
and beer is cheaper to drink than water – 
don’t you just love it.

Another hot day ahead as we head off for 
a drive around the Rioja wine route about 
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95Km (60 miles). As it is just the other side 
of Logrono it would be a shame not to see 
the towns and vineyards. The Rioja wine 
region has been producing wine since the 
middle ages. There are over 400 wineries 
in the region. We stop off at Elaigo to 
photo shoot the car at the “City of Wine”, 
a striking complex that includes a plush 
hotel, restaurant and wine cellars located 
in the hillside. Alex Polizzi visited here on 
her Spectacular Spain series. (We stop off 

at Briones for lunch, a fortified town on a hill top and home to the HQ 
of Finca Allende, a winery producing celebrated modern wines. Today 
we have just missed the local market and the town’s museum. Walking 
around the ramparts you get stunning views of the surrounding valley. 
Not planned we stop off at the Museo de la Cultura Del Vino just 
below Briones. Wow, an excellent exhibition to understand the passion 
for the culture of wine. In 2004, the Vivanco family decided to apply 
their enthusiasm and dedication to making a lifelong dream come true. 
They created a foundation to commit the “giving back to wine what 
wine has given us”. At 15 Euro each, it was an excellent way to spend 
2 ½ hours learning all about the history and culture of wine. There are 
six rooms to visit, one is a garden outside housing a collection of 200 
different grapes, not just from Spain. As you move through the museum 
you learn about the origins of wine, the pressing and filtering of it and 
how barrels, bottles and corks are made and how art has symbolised 

wine- yes they have a Picasso painting they own on display. Finally there 
is a collection of some 3,000 cork screws (largest in the world) with the 
collection still growing. It was a shame we could not bring back a bottle 
of Vivanco wine at 6-7 Euro per bottle, but with the heat wave and in 
our MGTF, not a good combo! 

This is a fantastic place to visit and we recommend it to wine enthusiasts 
or Rioja lovers. We would have stayed longer, only factor was it was 
closing at 6pm, we were nearly the last to leave. On our way back to  
the hotel the engine coolant temperature gauge stops working, looks 
like the heat wave has got to the car.

It’s Wednesday and we are off to San Sabastian which is about an hour’s 
drive. We park in a city underground car park where it is cool for the 
car. Yes, the heat wave continues although it is slightly overcast when we 
arrived, not long the sun is blazing away again. San Sabastian was the 
most fashionable summer resort in Spain at the beginning of the 20th 
Century. Today it is delicately old fashioned with a mix of the old and 
new town and its’ beaches. The city is renowned for its’ festivals during 
the summer and street life is centred in the old town with local version 
of tapas. In September The International Film Festival is held here which 
was founded in 1953. We take a walk up Monte Urgull, home of the 
ruined 16th Century fortress and the Statue of Christ. We visit an 
exhibition housed in the fort detailing the history of the city. We spend 
time around the old town and visit Plaza de la Constitucion, it was a 
stunning square. It was arcaded and the buildings around the plaza had 
numbered balconies as it used to be a bullring, today fiestas are held 
here. San Sabastian is a great location if you fancy a beach holiday whilst 
wanting good Spanish atmosphere for eating, shopping and sightseeing. 
We head back to our hotel, off to the “Village Square” for a beer or two 
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and lose 2 hours people watching! Its 33 degrees at 8.30pm, so back for 
a shower and something to eat.

Thursday 15th, its only 22 degrees at 9am!! A lot cooler than yesterday, 
car cleaned and fuelled ready for departure to our next destination. At 
the hotel the car had received a lot of attention and this morning there 
was a Spanish registered black MG ZS in the car park, dam no camera 
or mobile to hand. We got talking to a local having a coffee from the 
cafeteria who used to work in Bath for Amazon and had decided to 
return home as it was warmer and dryer here, than Bath. It’s a small 
world! 

The suburb of Pamplona we were staying in known as Orkoien or 
also spelt as Orcoyen, is home of VW Polo car production plant with a 
work force of some 4,274 employees. When we drove by the factory 
a few times on our travels, we could see “The Polo Park”, which was 
inaugurated in 1999 by the Spanish King and Queen, occupying an 
area of 20,230 square metres. The park, which is on the grounds of the 
Volkswagen plant, is for schoolchildren in particular to learn the theory 
and practice of road safety. Cycling proficiency tracks, a go-kart circuit, 
a road safety training area and interactive classrooms help to instil in 
the children a careful and considerate road traffic sense. Clever those 
Germans at educating and marketing. What did our car industry do for 
us – mainly go on strike!

The rest of our day was spent wondering around Pamplona in its parks 
and narrow streets, we had lunch at the Café Roch, established in 
1968 and still original inside. At the weekend its jam packed, today, no 
problem. We head back late afternoon for our last night at Hotel Andia. 
This North West region of Spain has been great to explore and our 
hotel location has been perfect. Tomorrow we head across the Navarra 
to Lleida.

A nice drive to Lleida, with a stop off lunch break. Four coaches also 
arrive with school kids, bee’s round a honey pot with the car. Two lads 
are spotted trying to remove the Ariel. A loud NO! Stops them!! Our 
travel book does not cover Lleida, but we find the Turode la Seu Vella 
de Lleida – Castle and Cathedral with loads of history. Its position gives 
you a superb views of Lleida and the Montsant Mountain range. The 
castle was the most important centre for political decision making of 
the former Crown of Aragon. The Cathedral was a precious symbol 
for the Lleida people. For 7 Euro’s each to visit both the Cathedral and 
Castle, a very interesting few hours was spent absorbing the history and 
a climb of 238 steps up the bell tower of the Cathedral for the stunning 
views. At the entrance desk we got speaking the one of the staff who 
had been to Winchester and around its Cathedral. 

We find some where to eat in the evening called ZEKE, best for tapas 
and Catalonia wines in town. We get a table and bingo – a great evening 
with plenty of Spanish Friday night atmosphere.

Having looked on TripAdvisor prior to the trip, I came across a review 
mentioning a hidden gem of a museum with classic cars, motorbikes and 
trucks. The museum called “Roda Roda” was in a backstreet warehouse 
once the old DKW factory in Spain. You would never know it was here 
and to enter it was free. They had an Austin 
Seven Saloon, Austin Ten and a Rover P4-
75 in the collection. The museum also has a 
large collection of miniature cars, motorbikes, 
racing cars etc. If you ever get to Lleida on 
your travels, this is a must place to visit. 

We leave Lleida and head 3 ½ hours to the 
Costa Brava and the resort of Sant Feliu de 
Guixios. A fab hotel with sea view balcony’s 
greet us, a perfect spot for our next 6 days.

Sant Feliu as the locals called it has loads of history. It was a fishing port, 
had a cork making factory, a Casino, a Monastery, its own railway, gardens 
– the list is endless. This is a gem of a town. We visit the tourist office 
for maps and advice on getting to Barcelona. The assistant said we could 
drive, but parking is expensive, so we booked the bus (air condition 
coach) and tickets to visit the Sagrada Familia for the Wednesday. 

Wednesday soon arrived and an early start at 7.05am to catch the first 
bus into Barcelona. We hit traffic jams into the city but soon get onto 
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the bus lanes and we arrive at the bus terminal. Just under 1 ½ hours 
from resort into the city.  We visit the Sagrada Familia which is planned 
to be completed in 2026, 100 years after Gaudi died. We walk around 
the city visiting a lot of the sites in the old town. On our travels we saw 
a couple in a yellow “eco” three wheeler, driven by a scooter engine, 
who appeared at a few of the sites we visited- cool. Late afternoon we 
head to the port and then the beach and then the park. In the port 
were moored up megga yachts/gin palaces and by owning one of these 
you had the luxury of using a Ferrari or Porsche parked along the key 
side – must do lottery when we get home!  The rest of the week was 
spent relaxing and on one of our mornings walking around Sant Feliu 
we came across on old Jaguar convertible in lovely condition. 

It’s Friday and not having driven the car for six days we turn the key, 
she fires and then dies. Try again and the engine just turns over and will 
not fire up. Dig out the hand held diagnosis reader and find that the 
air stepper motor is jammed opened. A few times switching on and off 
the ignition sorts it out and we are on our way. We head northwards 
through France as the motorway tolls eat up our Euros. We stop over 
at Uzerche in the Limousin for the night and our first drop of rain for 
some time. Next morning we head off to our next stop in the Sarthe 
region. On the way at Tennie just north of Le Mans, we drop in to see 
my second cousin before finding our Chambre d’hote for the night. 
We pop into Fresnay for the evening for a bite to eat. You do notice 
how more expensive it is in France than Spain. 

Sunday morning is day 18 of our trip as we set off for a leisurely 
drive to Le Havre on the national roads and then over the Pont de 

Normondie and into Le Havre. We have lunch of Moules and frites, a 
stroll along the promenade and it’s time to head back to the car for 
the ferry port. Our trip to Spain has had fantastic weather due to an 
unexpected heat wave across Europe has made us feel fit, healthy and 
tanned. The lifestyle and food has been brilliant and relaxing. Sonic our 
car has been a great partner although with one or two minor hicups. 
Given the chance we would do this trip all over again tomorrow!! Viva 
Espania.. 
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While the MGs are sitting outside Winchester Cathedral contemplating this 
amazing building as part of Heritage Open Days it is also the annual Ride & 
Stride Day nationally to raise money for the fabric of our country’s churches of all 
denominations.   Hampshire & the Islands Historic Churches Trust (reg charity no 
299633) is organising our County’s efforts, and we hope to have 400 churches open.  
Winchester Cathedral have arranged a sponsored walk (approx 12 miles but can be 
shortened!) to all 18 Winchester churches that will be open finishing at Wolvesey 
Chapel for tea.  Half the money raised will go to Winchester Cathedral.   The rest 
plus gift aid, goes to the Trust who then give it out in grants.   Last year we allocated 
£62,000 in grants!  The Trust already has a huge banner on the Cathedral railings 
which will face the MGs and a stand inside the Cathedral with details. 

Dean, Catherine Ogle, will be seeing the walkers off at 10 am and our Area 
Coordinator for Winchester,  is hoping to organise a photographer.   It would be 
great if we could include our heritage cars in the photo with the walkers & the 
Dean, who is a patron of our Trust.  Geraldine would also very much welcome any 
contributions to Ride & Stride on the day!    If anyone would like to join the walkers 
and raise sponsorship or donate, please contact Richard Lindley well in advance for 
details and of how to sign up - richardlindley4@gmail.com - or visit their stand in 
the Cathedral. 

Having just done Mike’s steeplechase drive out, one cannot but be impressed by 
the amazing workmanship that went into all these churches and if 82% of the 
general public say they value church buildings and want to keep them irrespective of 
whether they are a churchgoer or not, then the whole community need to support 
them financially!     Many are the oldest heritage buildings around and it would be 
a tragedy if they are not retained – part of our heritage, inside and out.     You can 
find all the churches who have currently signed up to Ride & Stride on the Trust’s 
website http://www.hihct.org.uk/rideStride.php.   You can always take off in your MG, 
explore and self-sponsor!    This link advertises the event   http://www.hihct.org.uk/
docs/Ride&Stride/Hants_F_A5flyer_2017.pdf      Chris and I will be biking around 
another area of the County as we do a different area each year, discovering hidden 
treasures and enjoying the delicious cakes that are sometimes on offer!    Last year 
this included a Great British Bake off cake at Itchen Abbas!   

Please support this local charity and our County’s wonderful church heritage.

Meryl Balchin :   meryl@hihct.org.uk or 07976 786650 if you want more information

MGs at Winchester Cathedral, Saturday 9 September 
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What a great event. What a great venue. What great facilities. What a 
great day! 

We had booked to go to this event last year but the weather was not 
good so for the £5.00  entry we wimped out.

This year, again against an “iffy” weather forecast, we “girded” our loins 
and four cars set out in convoy. Marigold, Iris, Drippy and Snowdrop. 
We arrived some minutes before curfew and parked up with an array 
of other classic cars, and quite a lot of MGs.

The site is some 36 acres and is littered with attractions including 
vintage garages, potteries, bus garages etc etc.

More to the point Classic and sometimes Vintage buses will take you 
around the site – I tried to use my bus pass but it is all free anyway! 
This allows you to pick where you want to go. As you can see the girls 
made a bee line for the bus

Those Classics arriving early are parked around the site and blend 
into the vintage attractions.

Now the Four MG Musketeers are 
renowned for their love of childish 
trains. Not to be disappointed 
Amberley came up with the 
goods with steam trains that also 
transported you around site

There were also cars for sale that 
included an incredibly well restored 
A30 for 5K and a 60’s Maserati for 
110K.

There were almost 250 cars on display so it was not possible not to 
be “Wowed”. Something for everyone. Whatever floated your boat.

It was great to see strong “Club” presences. The Morris Minor Club 
was magnificent in the number and range of cars on show. There was 
a strong Porsche, Roller and Jensen presence. It would be nice to 
think we could organise such a prescence next year?

Amberley Museum and Heritage Centre 
Classic Car Event
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One has to come away from such events with a favourite car. Mine was 
the Daimler that within two years of it’s life had been professionally 
converted to a 4 seater soft top.

Catering and other facilities were good so there was absolutely nothing 
not to like. The only exception to this was the rain that started at one 

o’clock. Unlike many other venues 
we all started to slope off early and 
were allowed to.
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Submitted by Neil Simpson
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Events for 2017
Always check before you travel – locations & times sometimes change

August
13th Athelhampton Garden Party, Bournemouth & Poole MGOC
20th CCOTP Highcliffe Castle
24th Great Dorset Steam Fair (24th – 28th)
25th Radio 2 Carfest South, Laverstoke
29th WMGOC Club night run
September
3rd Crotch Cooler meet, Alton – Classic Car Sunday
3rd The Concorde Club classic & sports car show, Eastleigh
3rd Hinton (Ampner) Arms annual Vintage Vehicle meet 10-4, BBQ, 

band, hog roast, prizes
8th Goodwood Revival (8-10th)
9th National Heritage Weekend - WMGOC cars at Winchester 

Cathedral.
24th The Doughnut Delight charity day – Basingstoke MGOC
24th CCOTP Christchurch Quay
24th Andover Festival of Motoring – High Street – pre-book to 

display
26th WMGOC Club night
October
1st Crotch Cooler meet, Alton – Oldtimer Oktoberfest
1st Bicester Sunday Scramble
7th Thatcham classic car show, Dunstan Green, 10am- 3pm, £5 

donation per car
27th Basingstoke MGOC Race night
31st WMGOC Club night
November
5th London to Brighton Run
TBA NEC Classic Motor Show 
28th MGOC Club night AGM
December
26th Romsey classic car & bike meet  (pre 76)
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WMGOC Apparel

We have now organised a 
range of Regalia which you can 
order individually so choose 
your garment and colour from 
the chart. Prices include printed 
Logo.

When ordering please complete the 
form opposite, ticking your choice of 
colour and size. Take care with the size 
as returns are not possible! Please send 
form with cheque payable to WMGOC 
to:

Niall FitzGerald 29 Monks Wood Close 
Bassett Sot’on SO16 3TT

Or, bring along to a Tuesday Club night.

Any queries call my mobile 
07970566052.

Niall

Polo Shir t
Male Polo Ref KK403 - £18 Female* Polo Ref KK703 - £18

Colour Small Medium Large Ex Large
Bottle Green
Navy Blue
Magenta
Black
Jade
Purple
Mid Blue
Royal Blue

Fleece
Fleece Ref RE36A - £20.50

Colour Small Medium Large Ex Large
Forest Green
Royal Blue
Burgundy
Black

Gilet
Gilet Ref RE37A - £16.50

Colour Small Medium Large Ex Large
Forest Green
Royal Blue
Charcoal
Navy Blue
Black

Women’s sizes available: are: 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22.
Please check the appropriate box or ring the woman’s size 
required.
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